
BASIC COURSE UNIT 5

B

ti

oluwa

a se toluwa
i

A se ti oluwa.

own (a possessive
word)

lord

We do God's [will].

A

si there is (used
only negatively)

lyonu

se ko s lyonu Se ko si lyonu.

trouble

I hope there is no
trouble

.

B

rara

» v I _ ' '

ko siyonu rara

rara

Ko siyonu rara.

not at all

There is no trouble
at all.

obe
i i

naa

se* tobe naa
ii i i

Se e ta obe na?

knife

the , tha t

Did you sell that
knife?

B

err Eln. Yes.

B. NOTES

/ _
1. Literal meaning of a _se toluwa .

The reply ase toluwa means literally 'we do God's [will].

'
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UNIT 5 YORUBA

2. Elision between verb and object.

Compare the phrases: mo tobe 'I sold a knife'

mo ta obe

These are two pronunciations of what is, m some sense, 'the

same' utterance. Notice that the first pronunciation differs from

the second m two ways: (l) there is no vowel of the quality a

m the first, and (2) the first is three vowels long, while the

second is four vowels long. We may say, then, that both the vowel

quality and the length of the verb stem are 'lost ' as we go from

the more deliberate to the more casual style of pronunciation.

This relationship between two equivalent utterances we shall call

'elision..' Compare 'elision' with 'assimilation' (Unit l), m
which the quality of a vowel is changed, but its length is pre-

served. A cover term for both 'elision' and 'assimilation' is 'con-

traction. 1

3. Qua si-automatic change of high tone to rise after low.

Notice the tones of the syllable si :

si (citation form of the verb)

ko siyipnu 'there is no trouble'

The same word S_i has high tone m one set of environments,

but rising tone m another set. Frequently, but not always, syl-

lables which have high tone m most environments have rising tone

when they stand immediately after a syllable with low or falling

tone.

Notice that m disyllabic nouns, rising tone occurs almost

exclusively on the second syllable, and m words which have low

tone on the first syllable. High level tone does not occur under

these circumstances. High and rising tones do however contrast

with one another m some environments. The word awotele is unusual

m that it contains an instance of high tone immediately after low.
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BASIC COURSE UNIT 5

C . Exercises .

Practice the pair a of expressions m the first two columns so

that when you hear either member of a pair you can respond imme-

diately with the other member.

1. Noun vs. elided phrase

'did you sell that piece of clothing?

'

a. ewu

oko
i i

epa

s * e tewunaa

s *e"tokonaatiii
s 'etepanaa

se eta ewu naa

se eta oko naa

se eta epa naa

b. obe
i

lbon
i

ate
i

s *e tobenaa
* » * \

s *etabonnaa
i i

s 'etatenaa
i i i

se eta obe naa

se |ta lbon naa

se eta ate naa
i i i

c.
% V
owu

oke
i i

opa

s 'etowunaa

s
;etokenaajiti

s etopanaa

se eta owu naa
i i

se eta oke naa

se eta opa naa

2. Elided vs. non-elided styles (columns 2 and 3, above)

a. Listen to items from columns 2 and 3» Identify each

as 'deliberate ' or 'casual.

'

b. Give casual equivalents for deliberate forms of these

phrases, and deliberate equivalents for casual forms.
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D. Supplementary material: Some modifiers of nouns.

1. ewo

* V

* *

dudu

pupa

funfun

* ' X »

salubata

'which?

'

'this, these '

'black

'

'brown, red'

'white

'

'sandals '

bata mo fe * ra bata

bata wo

bata dudu yi

bata pupa yi

bata funfun yi

salubata yi

'I want to buy some shoes

'which shoes? '

'these black shoes

'

'these brown shoes 1

'these white shoes

'

'these sandals

'

ewu mo fe * rewu
i

ewu wo

ewu funfun yi

ewu pupa yi

ewu dudu yi

mo fe "ra ewu

2. bata

fila

ewu
i

» x *

mo fe bata pupa

mo fe fila pupa

_ ' ~ _ _
mo fewu pupa

mo fe bata pupa

mo fe fila pupa

mo fe ewu pupa
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